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INTRODUCTION 
Biological investigations offer many possibilities for the use of 
on-line computers in monitoring and control. Progress in an experiment 
is often interrupted by the need to stop and evaluate the data obtained 
from each phase of an experiment and may involve days of delay since the 
data must be tabulated by hand and evaluated either by hand or by a remo t e 
computer. This can result in the necessity to dismantle all or part of 
the experimental setup and it discourages experiments in which data must 
be collected continuously over a period of days or weeks . Furthermore , 
these difficulties can make certain types of experiments completely 
infeasible. 
An example is provided by the methods attempted for continuous cell 
culture in a controlled physiological environment. A major difficulty in 
the use of in vitro culture chambers is the maintenance of normal values 
for the physiological parameters of the growth medium. One method, batch 
cultures, requires that the cells be transferred serially to fresh med ium 
after several days of growth. Between transfers the medium becomes 
increasingly degraded since there are no control mechanisms present 
analogous to those that exist in vivo. 
In 1962 a continuous culture apparatus was devised by Quinn (4) in 
which commercial analog control devices were used to control the feeding 
rate, pH, oxidation-reduction potential, stirring rate, salinity and 
volume of the culture. However, automatic recording of the parameter 
changes occurring during the culture growth was not available with this 
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apparatus . Impr ovements in the system, referred to as the F.coanalyzer, 
were described by Zimmerli (10) a nd included a cel l counter for determin-
ing the population density and a digital vo ltmet er and card punch for 
recording the chemical and physical properties of the cul ture . A pilot 
plant, the Trophocell, for the culture of lymphocytoid cells has been 
described by Vosseller and Moore (6). It i s a l arge (1000 liters) appara-
tus, in which four environmental parameters are controlled a nd five 
variables are monitored by the instrumenta tion . 
An Ecoana l yzer , to be moni t or ed and controlled by an on-line digital 
comput er , has been proposed for the study of the primary inuuune response 
of lymphocytes . Nor mal growth of the lymphocytes over a period of time 
sufficient for s tud ying the immune response requires that the physiological 
parameters of the gr owth medium be maintained within relatively narrow 
limits. The present design specifies that at least e i ght exper imental 
parameters are t o be controlled . Laboratory data have pr ovided initial 
values for the parameter limits ; however, these values wil l require 
modificat i on during the course of experimentation . In addit ion, there 
will be interaction between at l eas t some of the parameters. Therefore, 
for continuous cell gr owth a relativel y sophisti ca t ed control mechanism 
which includes the controller, the transducers and the ac tuators will be 
required. An on-line digital computer, the PDP-12 manufactured by 
Digital Equipment Corporation, has been selected as the contro ller for the 
Ecoanalyzer . 
As illustr ated by the Ecoanalyzer, two functions are to be provided 
by the instrumen t at i on : data acquis ition and parame t er contro l. Automatic 
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data acquisition alone is sufficient for many biological experiments ; 
however, cont rol without human intervention is necessary if the experiment 
involves many varying parameters to which manual respons e would be inade-
quate. Analog computers have been us ed t o implement data acquisition and 
control , but direct digital control i s increasingly being used because of 
its advantages which include: 
1. Representation of values by more signi ficant digits sine• 
an analog computer is limited to two or three significant digits while a 
digital computer, by multiple precision arithmetic, can provide as many 
as required 
2 . Implementation by numerical methods of mathematical functions 
which are physically unrealizable , e.g . cannot be implemented by an analog 
device 
3. Easier implementation and modification of complex logical and 
mathematical algorithms via the computer program 
4. Measurement and analys is of data by statistical and numerical 
methods while the experiment is in progress , thus eliminating the need 
for intermediate s torage of data in analog form 
5. Immediate presentation of data and r esults of a nalysis in 
alphanumeric form 
6 . Selection and logging by program control of only those values 
that are significant, thus reducing the quantity of data which must be 
saved 
7. Lower cost for a digital "minicomputer" than for an analog com-
puter with comparable capabili ties . 
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When the controlled process or the control strategy canno t be descr i bed 
by a se t of equations, the capability of a digital computer t o selectivel y 
s t or e past information is particularly important. As the c ont roller, t he 
computer can be programmed t o search both for the "solution" wh i ch has been 
defined as the object of the experiment and for an optimal control s tra t egy 
a nd ada pt i t t o a changing environment. To accomplish t he sear c h and 
adap ta tion such methods as optimum seeking techniques, dynamic programming 
a nd mathematical filters can be incorporated into the control program. 
Although t he computer can be thought of as the controller , i t i s the 
computer program and the control sch eme or algorithm con t a ined within the 
progr am t hat determines the performance and effectiveness of t he c omputer 
as a cont roller. The subject of this thesis is the design and i mpl emen-
tation of a computer program for on-line, real-time monitor i ng a nd c ontrol 
of a biological experiment using the PDP-12 computer. A model f or deter-
mining t he requirements of the program is provided by the Ecoana l yzer, 
but t he design is no t based on any particular control a l gor ithm . Ra t her , 
a n objec t ive of the design is to provide a program structure which can 
be modified t o accommoda t e changes (such as with the contro l a l gor i t hm) i n 
a given experiment, and to accommodate experiments with o ther types of 
b iological systems. 
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ANALYSIS 
Statement of the Problem 
Major computer tasks - acquiring and analyzing data, and providing 
command signals for the peripheral hardware - are to be combined in a 
program such that the computer becomes an element in a feedback loop of 
the entire system composed of the experiment, interfacing hardwar e and 
computer. Thus, for t he initial continuous cell culture experiments , the 
computer i s to maintain environmental parameters a t specified levels by 
obtaining data samples from the culture chamber and initiating corrective 
action if the parameters deviate from their preset levels. 
Program design is determined by the capabilities and limi tations of 
both the computer and the peripheral hardware as well as by the require-
ments of the experiment. Since the peripheral hardware and the experiment 
will r equire modification as experience i s gained, the program should be 
designed so that it can be easily adapted to these modifications. From 
a prac tica l standpoint, the program must reflect a compromise determined 
by the speed of the central processor, the size of the memor y , the limita-
tions of the peripheral hardware, and the generality of the design. 
Limitations on program efficiency are imposed primarily by the size of the 
memory and by the response times of the peripheral hardware , i nput-output 
(1/0) devices and tape units. Within these limitations, the program is 
intended to be as general as is practical. 
Successful control of the cell culture requires investigation of 
various sampling sequences and control algorithms. More effective use of 
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the computer results if the program design establishes rules or conventions 
for making these changes. 
Computer Capabilities 
Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-12 has a 4096 word, 12 bit, ran-
dam access memory and can be programmed with both LINC and PDP-8 symbolic 
assembly languages using the DIAL editor and assembler (3). Both languages 
may be used in the same program. In LINC mode the memory is organized as 
four, 1024 word segments and, of these four, a single memory addressing 
instruction can access two which are referr ed to as the Instruction Field 
and the Data Field. These two fields can be assigned to any of the four 
segments by the field setting ins tructions . In PDP-8 mode the meniory is 
organized as thirty two, 128 word pages. By indirect addressing , a 
memory addressing instruction can access any word in the memory. 
Communication between the central processing unit (CPU) and the opera-
tor is provided by a Teletype1 , CRT display screen and a variety of console 
switches. Two tape units provide auxiliary storage . Eight A/D converters , 
six relays and an I/O bus line provide the interface between the CPU and 
the peripheral hardware. Addi tiona l featnres of the CPU include an exter-
nal program interrupt and an illegal inst ruction trap. A 12 hit digital 
clock, scaled in tenths of seconds , has been attached via th e I/O hus and 
it will trigger an ex t ernal program interrupt when its register con tains 
1 
Trademark of the Teletype Corporation , 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, 
Illinois . 
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the number "2 260 octal". The clock register js read and reset by the CPU 
via program instructions, but it cannot be reset to any value other than 
zero. 
llardware Limitations 
As opposed to I /O devices wl1ich provide communi cation between the 
computer operator and the CPU , l /O data and control terminals that int er-
face the experiment t o the computer ar e r eferr ed to as " peripheral hard -
ware" or "peripheral data t ermi.nals". Hardware requirements will depencl 
on the type o( experiment being performed. Also, for a parljcular experi-
ment changes in the design of the periphera] hardware may be r equ]red . 
Therefore , an objective of the program design is t o a l low fo r fu t ure 
hardware requirements and to avo id placing any restrictions on the t ype 
of hardware used . 
Characteristics of the terminals are i ll ustrated by th e apparatus of 
the cell culture sys t em ; it s actua tors are two-s tate (on- off) devices 
and its sensors transmit a range of voltage vnl ues to the A/D convertor s . 
Particular devices inc lude the t emper ature sensing thermistor , ion specific 
electrodes , magnetic stirring assembly , t i tra l ors and the heater . Response 
times vary from nearly instantaneous for the temperature r eacl ings to many 
seconds for the ion concentra tion readings . A common amplifier is used 
for a ll of the e lec trodes a ncl, as a r esult, a " sc tt linr period " i s re-
quired after an elect r ode is s wit ched to the amplifier before a r ead i ng 
can be taken. 
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Program Requirements 
Logical structure 
The rea l -time nat ure of the problem requires that the pr ogram have 
both a data dependent and a time dependent l ogical s t ructur e . Since the 
experiment, a biological sys t em, cannot usually be ful ly or even pa r t iall y 
described by a se t of deterministic functions, the exact s equence of 
comput er processing cannot be programmed. Rather, the compu t e r mus t be 
able to respond to both the acquired data and to the time. Ther e f ore, 
the pr ogr am must be constructed from a set of rules which , based on the 
da t a and the time, govern the processing sequence of the comput er. 
For instance, when a physical parameter such as the temperature is to 
be kept above a g i ven level by the computer, the dec i sion t o turn t he 
heater " on" depends on the temperature value sampled by the computer. If 
the " on" time for the heater cannot be determined via a formula or a tab l e 
o f values , the correction can be made iteratively by alternately pul s ing 
t he heater and testing the temperature and therefore, t11e program sequenc e 
i s de t ermined by successive data samples. However, each pulse may intro-
duce t emperature transients and a time lag may be required before a valid 
s ample value, a steady state value, can be obtained. In effect , unle s s 
these transients can be determined and the steady state value predi cted, 
the r esponse time of the computer controller must be slowed to match the 
r eaction rates of the experimental process. 
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Scanning cycles 
To maintain parameters at specified levels, each must be scanned 
periodically and corrected if it is outside an acceptable range of values; 
thus, requiring for each parameter a record kept of the time elapsed since 
it was last scanned. When the scanning cycle lime for a parameter has 
been reached, the processing sequence (also referred to as a processing 
task) for that parameter should be initiated . 
Parameter priorities and processing delay~ 
It is desirable to assign relative priorities to the various para-
meters such that , if two or more are ready for processing at the same t~e , 
the most important one is processed first. A further refinement is neces-
sary to allow a partially processed parameter to be interrupted in favor 
of a higher priority parameter. If a processing sequence requires a time 
delay because of physical or chemical characteristics of the parameters, 
performance of the system will be improved if processing of a lower 
priority parameter is initiated during the delav; and ~ien the delay i s 
complete, the higher priority processing should be restarted . Figure 1 
illustrates the decisions involved in using priorities, delays a nd scan-
ning cycle times. 
Time management 
To implement scanning cycles and time delays, the hardware clock must 
be read since it cannot be set to initiate an Pxternal interrupt at a 
spec ified time. Thus, a clock routine is required for reading and reset-
ting the c l ock Lo zero and for updating necessary time records . If the 
Put current 
Ini t i.1 te thl! 
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no 
no 
Start highest priority task 
on work list 
Continue processing task 
Check clock 
work list 
Fi gure 1. J'as k sched ul in: dee is ions 
no 
ut task 
n delay 
list 
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clock routine is designed so that it can be called by any routine in the 
program, it can then be used by the main program for scheduling and for 
servicing clock interrupts; and it can also be called upon by subroutines 
added to the program to furnish them with an updated record of the time. 
It is useful to use the clock to insert short pauses of specified lengths 
in t o a processing sequence without that sequence being interrupted . As 
illustrated later, a pause may be necessary if both processing tasks 
require the use of the same peripheral hardware device. 
Parameter processing tasks 
A method is required for specifying the parameter processing and 
control tasks and i ncorporating them into the program such that they can 
be contained wi thin the memory space available and easi l y modified . Use 
of the tape units to store subroutines can help solve th e space problem 
and will allow the s ize and capabilities of the processing programs to be 
expanded beyond the limits imposed by the main memory . Implementing the 
parameter priority interrupt r equires that clock checks must be inserted 
in the parameter processing sequences and also that information necessary 
for continuing the interrupted sequence not be destroyed while the sequence 
is delayed . To satisfy these requirements a monitor program is required 
which will establish rules for programming the p~ocessing programs and 
which will establish the conventions for calling subroutines. Clock 
checks can be performed by the monitor , ti us relievjng the processing 
programs of this requirement . 
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CPU schedul ing 
The pr ogramming problem can be described as one of "schedul i ng" the 
work of the computer according to a set of priorities such that the basic 
time r equirements of the experiment are satisfied. An objective of the 
scheduling rules should be to prevent any single computer task from ex-
cessively slowing the operation of the entire system. Such a situation can 
arise when a parameter processing sequence initiates a message, requires a 
data file from the magnetic tape, or must wait for an experimental para-
meter to come to equilibrium. In general, it can occur will1 any data 
transfer between the CPU and an external device because of the latter ' s 
slow response during which the CPU would be idle. Response times can vary 
f r om fractions of a second to minutes , such as with the ion electrodes, as 
compared with the few microseconds required by ci1e CPU to execute one 
instruction. 
An illustration is provided by the F.coanalyzer , which at present uses 
one meter as an amplifier for six ion specific electrodes . Each electrode 
may require up to one minute of "settlini;" time after it is switched into 
the meter and before a sample value can be obtained. To improve the effi-
ciency of the system, the computer should be schedule<l for some other func-
t i on during this idle perio<l . However, the other function cnnnol he one of 
the other ion measurements since they alJ use a common device , the meter . 
Thus , a basic objective of the program design is to interleave the 
time lags inherent in the peripheral devices and experimental process . 
For instance , during a parameter processing cycle , data is generated that 
may need to be stored on Lape or logged on the Teletype. If these 
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oper ations can be queued , they can then be completed a s time allows 
during the idle periods. Or, an alternate, but more complex solution is 
to make use of the tape and Teletype interrupts so that these operations 
can be executed in parallel wi th the CPU ' s execut ion of t he parameter 
processing tasks . 
Input/output operations 
In gene r al , input/output operations refer to all information transfers 
between the memory and peripheral devic es . Charac t eristics and require-
ments of most of these operations will specifically depend on the experi-
ment being performed and on the type of data and message termina l s be ing 
used. However, messages from t he comput er concerning data , conditions of 
the experiment, and operation of th e progr am wil] be required for most 
experiments . Additional considerations in programming for I /O operations 
are memory space r equirements , the r eal-t ime required for performing the 
operations and the time and difficulty involved in adding or changing 
specific I /O r equests in the program. 
A message routine which es t ablishes uniform rules for writing mes sages 
and which can be used to implement all message r eques t s gr ea tly simplif ies 
the mechanics of inserting messages into the program. Since the compute r 
has both a CRT display and a Tel e t ype , a message request should have the 
option of specifying which output device is to be used. As mentioned 
previously , system efficiency requires that the message processor queue 
messages fo r ou tput on a time availabl e basis. However, for testing and 
debugging the program, trace or diagnostice messages are needed at the 
point in time at which they a re requested in the program . Therefore, the 
routine should provide t he option for specifying either innnediate or 
queued output of a message. Also, it should establish rules fo r specify-
ing the message format and the message variables thus conserving memory 
space since a single format can then be used for two or more different 
messages, each with its own unique list of variables. 
In some experiments it may be necessary for the exper i menter to make 
modifications of the program instructions and t ables or to enter da ta 
while the system is i n operation. Making entries from the console in 
response to a request displayed on the screen is the simplest way to 
implement this function. An alternate me thod is to halt the CPU and 
toggle the information into the spec ific memory locations provided for it ; 
however, t o avoid disrupting the normal operat ion of the program, th i s 
must be done while the computer is "idle" and r equires a signal from the 
program indica ting that it is safe to stop t he CPU . A more elaborate 
solution invo lves using the Tel e type keyboard thus requiring a specific 
routine to handle the keyboard interrupt. 
Interrupts and traps 
External program interrupts, such as the keyboard interrupt, a nd 
instruction traps can occur either by design or as the result of an error. 
A general interrupt and trap processor can be used to provide the register 
saving and r es toring capability and to disable and enable the interrupt 
mechanism. If t wo or more interrupts can occur simul taneo us l y , the 
interrupt processor must determine, on t he basis of priorities , which to 
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service first . 
A specific routine is required to service a particular interrupt (or 
trap) and , if the routine i s used elsewhere such that it can be interrupted 
(or trapped), it must be designed as a reentrant routine. Types of 
interrupts that need to be considered are those caused by the clock , 
Teletype, t ape units and power failure. Design of the general interrupt 
pr ocessor should allow for adding or removing specific interrupts as 
required. 
Da t a files 
Because structures of data records and files are specific to the 
particular application and because of core limitations, a general fil e 
structure is not defined. l~wever, provision should be made for incor-
porating data files into the program, and memory space should be set 
aside for data records. In particular, space is necessary for "volatile " 
fi l es which must be accessed quickly and easil y with little or no search-
ing. These inc lude the records of the r ecent sample data and control 
values which should be readily available for use by the parameter proces-
sing and cont rol r outines. 
At the other extreme are records that are to be filed on tape and 
processed off-line. Space is necessary in the memory for a buffer area 
in which records can be assembled as a block for tape transfer . Pro-
viding two buffers, which are filled alternately , eliminates the need for 
the computer to wait until Lhe transfer is complete before storing more 
records in the buffer area. 
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Between these two extremes are the records which mus t be filed in 
buffer areas or on tape and later accessed on-line during the experiment. 
For such records, the format, contents and the "key" will depend upon the 
intended use of the record and the method of search or addressing used t o 
locate it. 
Program modules 
Experience may indicate need for change in the program. Examples 
include changing the time base of the clock, adding or de leting external 
program interrupts and changing peripheral hardware devices. With respect 
to the monitor and its processing and control tasks, modifications may 
vary in complexity from simple changing table entries to changing the 
logic and mathematics of the control scheme. A recommended procedure is 
to design the program as a set of "modules" such that the changes can be 
restricted to the module or modules which perform the function to be 
modified . 
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PROGRAM DESIGN 
Block Organization and Sequence of Operation 
The program is designed as a set of independent routines which pro-
vide the following general capabilities: task definition, scheduling and 
execution; time management; output processing; and in t errupt and trap 
processing. On the basis of their functions, individual routines are 
organized into program blocks and, with the exception of the Supervisor 
Block (SVB) , primary program control is passed to these blocks through 
only a few entry points as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Since they are 
intended to provide general capab ilities, such as timing and message out-
put, the Supervisor Block a nd the Message Processing Block may be called 
by any other routine in the program. 
Data acquisition and parameter control functions for the experiment 
are organized as a set of one or more tasks and each task consists of one 
or more steps as illustrated in Figure 4. Task organization is provided 
by a Monitor Control Block (MCB) which functions as a table processor. 
For each task the sequence of steps i s defined by coded entries in the 
Monitor Control Table (MCT) illustrated in Figure 6. Each entry's posi-
tion in the MCT is identified by its horizontal coordinate, the Step 
Identification Number (STEPID), and by its vertical coordinate , the 
Parameter Identification Number (PARMID). Concatenated together, the 
PARMID and the STEPID form the entry's MCT Position Identifier (POSID). 
Corresponding t o each step is an independent service routine, identi-
fied by the STEPID, which impl ements the execution of that step. To 
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conser ve memory, each service routine is intended to provide a common 
func t ion for al l tasks that require it by means of information in i ts own 
tables, wh ich are indexed by the PARMID . Individual service routines can 
be added , deleted, or modified as processing requirements change and, t o 
fac ili t a t e this, are organized in a group as the Monitor Service Routine 
Block (MSB). 
Table 1 . Abbreviations of program components' names 
CCW : 
ITTR: 
MCB: 
MCL: 
MCT: 
MQ : 
MQL : 
MQP: 
MSB : 
PARM ID: 
POSID: 
PQ : 
SCB: 
SRAT : 
STU: 
SVB : 
STEPID : 
TASKID: 
TDT : 
Core Contents Word 
Interrupt Time Test Routine 
Moni tor Control Block 
Monitor Control Loop 
Monitor Control Table 
Message Queue 
Message Queue Loader 
Message Queue Processor 
Monitor Service Routine Block 
Parameter Identif i cation Number 
Monitor Control Table Position Identifier 
Priority Que ue 
Scheduler Block 
Service Routine Address Table 
Scheduling Time Unit 
Supervisor Block 
Step Identification Number 
Task Identification Number 
Task Definition Table 
Pr ogram 
Starte r 
---1 
I 
lsuperv~r-
1 Block 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
Idler 
Clock 
Routine 
I 
I 
I I 
l _______ I 
cheduler 
Block 
Noni t or 
Control 
Block 
Monitor 
Service 
Routine 
Block 
Figure 2 . Basic block l i nkage fo r task schedul i ng and processing 
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Task 1: Maintain parameter 1 within two limit values (set points) 
step 1: Initialize for this task 
step 2: Obtain parameter sample 
step 3: File parameter sample 
step 4: Is the parameter sample within the limits? 
step 5: 
step 6: 
s tep 7: 
s tep 8 : 
step 9: 
If "yes", go to step 9 
If "no", go to step 5 
Compute parameter correction 
Send command signal to the peripheral 
Delay processing of task 1 
Return to step 2 
Return to scheduler (end of task 1) 
Figure 4 . Example of a tas k ' s sequence of steps 
hardware 
One service routine serves to load subroutines from the tape into the 
memory and each s ubroutine performs a single step and is identified by 
its STEPID. Thus, subroutines can be used to provide computations, data 
file operations or for any function not included as a specific service 
routine. In general, a routine which performs a particular s t ep can be 
programmed either as a service routine or as a stored subroutine thus 
providing flexibility in adapting the program to a particular exper iment. 
Task execution is initiated by a set of scheduling routines which 
comprise the Scheduler Block (SCB) and are referred to collect ively as 
the scheduler. The sequence in which t asks are initiated is determined 
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dynamically by task cycle times and by task priorities. These are defined 
by the experimenter by entries in the scheduler's Task Definition Table 
and by assigned Task Identification Numbers (TASKID). A Priority Queue 
(PQ) of tasks which a r e ready for processing is maintained by the scheduler 
and from this queue it selects the highest priority task and passes it 
to the MCB. 
Records of the scanning cycle times for tasks to be initiated on a 
definite cycle , a nd r ecords of t he qelay times for tasks which must be 
delayed are maintained by the scheduler . Fr om these two sets of tas ks 
come the entries for the Priority Q4eue as illustrated in Figure 5. Delay 
and scanning times are managed in conjunction with the program's Clock 
Routine which also keeps a record of t he time since the scheduler's lists 
were las t processed . These times are measur ed i n terms of a Scheduling 
Time Unit (STU) defined by the experimenter as a multiple of the time unit 
of the hardwa r e clock. 
At present, al l of the program tables and most of the flags are 
initialized at the time of assembly by the DIAL assembler using the LINC 
assembly language . After s ubroutines are assembled and loaded into the 
sel ec ted tape blocks on t ape zero and the pr ogram i s l oaded into the 
memory (all done using the DIAL sys tem), program execut ion begins in mem-
ory segment 2 with a simple Start Routine which initializes the hardware 
clock r egister and some flags. After turning the clock "on" the experi-
menter, via a sense switch, allows program execution to proceed to the 
Idler routine of the Supervisor Block as illustrated in Figure 2. Now the 
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progress execution is controlled by the clock via the Interrupt Time Tes t 
Rout ine (ITTR) which is called by the Idler. 
When a Scheduling Time Unit has elasped, control is passed fr om the 
ITTR to the Scheduler Block (Figure 2) which processes its lists, looking 
fo r any task whose cycl e time has elapsed. If none is found, control is 
returned to the Idler; otherwise, the highest priority task which is 
ready to be processed is passed to the Monitor Control Block which then 
processes the task using entries in the MCT. What is actual l y transferred 
to t he MCB i s the s tart ing location of that task in the MCT . Using this 
POSID, the MCB selec t s the proper service routine for the first step and 
passes control t o it (Figure 2); if a stored subroutine is r equired, it is 
loaded (if it i s not already in the memory) and contr ol is passed to the 
subroutine. Af t er the step is completed control is returned to the MCB 
which has direc t access to the ITTR without going through the scheduler . 
As described above , a time check is performed; and if one or more 
Scheduling Time Units have elapsed, control is passed to the s cheduler. 
Otherwise, control is r eturned to the MCB and processing of the current 
task is resumed. 
If the scheduler receives control, its lists are checked again and 
if another task is ready for execution, the priority of tha t task is com-
pared with the priority of the task currently being executed. The lower 
priority task is returned to the Priority Queue and the higher priority 
task is passed t o the MCB. Therefore, a par tially processed task can be 
interrupted in favor of a higher priority task as mentioned previously in 
the section conc erning program requirements. A task is processed s tep by 
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step until it is either finished, interrupted or requires a time delay . In 
t he latter t wo cases, a POSID indicating the next step at which t o continue 
the t ask, i s r e turned to and saved by the scheduler . Task pr oces s ing 
continues unt il there are no more t~sks ready for processing and t hen 
control i s r e turned to the Idler. 
Memory Allocation 
Each bl ock is assigned to a particular memory segment and blocks may 
not c r oss memor y segment boundaries. Areas of memory are also all ocated 
for t ables, for data and temporary record storage and for subrout ines 
s t or ed on t ape. The Monitor Control Block, Monitor Service Routine Block , 
Scheduler Bl ock, Supervisor Block and Interrupt and Trap Bl ock a r e ass i gned 
t o segment zero . The Message Processing Block and program tables a r e 
ass i gned t o segment one. Segment two is reserved for subroutines and seg-
ment t hr ee i s r eserved for temporary record storage . Half of t he latter 
is pr esently used for a pair of 256 word data buffers into wh i ch r ecords 
are assembl ed for storage on tape while the other half is unused. 
Supervisor Block 
Overa ll con tro l of the program is provided by the Supervisor Block 
s ince progr am execution begins here and returns to this block when no 
paramet er pr ocessing tasks are scheduled. In effect, the SVB , via its 
s uper v i sor y rou tines, serves as a master scheduler fo r the entir e program. 
As shown by Figure 3, the Timer Routines and the Clock Routine ca n be 
called by any o t her routine and provide general service functions for t he 
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pr ogram . Other routines, intended to provide comparable service functions , 
can be added to the SVB since each routine in this block has its own 
unique "call list" of arguments as opposed to the routines of the MSB 
which must conform to the structure established by the MCB. 
Idler Routine 
When all scheduled parameter processing tasks have been comple t ed, 
control of t he program returns to the Idler and it maintains control until 
sufficient time has elapsed that a nother task is scheduled. During this 
idle period, the clock is "watched" via the Interrupt Time Test Routine 
and messages that have been stacked, e.g. a "background" job, a r e proc-
essed . This routine is a simple loop into which the scheduling of other 
background jobs (such as file sorting) can be inserted. 
Cl ock Routine 
Reading and resetting the clock is performed by the Clock Rou t ine 
which also uses the "read" value to update the Total Experiment Time and 
the Elapsed Time Regis ters . Scale factors for these registers ma y be set 
by the experimenter and the scale factor of the Elapsed Time Register is 
the experiment's STU as used by the schedul er . 
Interrupt Time Test Routine 
The Elapsed Time Register is tested hy the Interrupt Time Tes t Routin e . 
If its value i s not zero, indicating that the schedul er ' s lis ts should be 
processed again, control is passed to tl1 c scheduler. Otherwise , control 
is returned to the calling routine which is primarily either the Idler or 
the Monitor Control Loop (MCL) as shown in Figure 2 . 
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Timer Set Routine 
In conjunction with the Timer Test and the Clock Routines, the Timer 
Set Routine implements a time delay without rescheduling such as is pro-
vided by the Monitor Control Loop ' s pause optj on. (The MCL calls the 
Timer Routines to implement the pause , Figure 7.) Via the accumula tor the 
delay interval, measured in the units of the hardware clock , is passed to 
this r ou tine which uses it to set the Test Regjsters of the Timer Test 
Routine. Control is returned to the calling r0utine. 
Timer Test Routin e 
After the Test Registers are set, the Timer Test Routine is called 
upon to perform the comparison with the To tal Lxperiment Time Registers 
of the Clock Routine. Separation of the Timer Routines allo~s the calling 
routine to do some operations between the setting and testing of the Tes t 
Registers; in addition, the Timer Test Routine, between Lime t ests , will 
initiate the processing of messages that have been queued for output on a 
time available basis. If a finer degree of time control is desired , the 
calling routine can turn Lhis message option "o ff"; however, the option i s 
always returned to its default condition, "on" , upon return to the calling 
routine which occurs when the time interval set by the Timer Set Ro utine 
has elapsed. 
Cr oss Field Call Routine 
Because a call for a routine i s this bJock may be f rom acr oss a 
memory segment boundary, the identification of the: calling scgmenL must 
be saved (LINC mode only). The Cross Field Call Routine prov ides a 
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common "field" (segment) reg i ster saving and r es tor ing capability for all 
of the routines in this block such that all calls from across a segment 
boundary must go through this routine. 
Scheduler Block 
Scheduling is implemented by processing the informat ion lists shown 
in Figure 5. Information that must be defined by the experimenter for 
each task includes its cycle time (entered into the Task Cycle Time Table) 
and its Task Level Code, Task Interrupt Flag, and starting POSID (all 
entered in Tas k Code Table). The Tas k Cycle Time Table and Task Code 
Table comprise the Task Definition Table which is indexed, as a re the 
Task Cycle Time List and the Priority Queue , by the TASKID . Priorities 
are a ss igned to the tasks according to their TASKID in inverse order. 
Tasks for which the MCB initiates a delay ar e placed on t he Task Delay 
List which requires three items of information: the delay time , the TASKID 
and the POSID at which the task is t o be resumed . These are obtained from 
the program registers shown in F i gure 5, and when the scheduler sel ects 
the next task from the Priority Queue, the TASKID of that task is entered 
into the TASKID Register and the contents of the Priority Queue entry for 
that t ask is transferred to the POSID Register. Note that the Priorit y 
Queue receives its entries from the Task Definition Table, the Task Delay 
List, or the TASKID Register. 
Because the Prior ity Queue is indexed by the TASKID, it may contain 
only one entry for each defined task, but more than one entry at a time 
Pr iority Que ue (indexed by TASKID) 
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may be at t empted for a given t ask sjnce there ar e three sourc es f or the 
ent ry. By assigning priorities f rom low to high , r espec tively , to the 
three sources listed above, the scheduler resolves this problem; the 
entry from the highest priority source i s saved and the others ar e 
dis carded . 
Monitor Control Dlock 
To identify the program's status with respect t o ci1e expe riment , four 
registers are used : the PA..~!ID, STEPID , POSID, and TASKID Registe r s which 
contain the identification numbers previously described. The TASKID Re-
gister i s set by the scheduler and the other three are set by the MCR 
except that when a task is passed to t he MCB from the scheduler , the 
scheduler determines the MCT position (e.g. POSID) at which the task is to 
begin. Each entry in the MCT , shown in F i gur e 6, ltas four f ields : th e 
Step Level Code, Message Code , next PJ\RMin, and next STEPID . The la t ter 
two fields identify th e POSID of the next ,·!CT entry to be used for the 
current tas k after the current s t e p i s completed. Each tab l e en try occu-
pies one word (twelve b its) of memory and the present alloca tion of bits 
per field limits the ~CT dimensions to fifteen parameters by six teen s teps . 
Since the maximum PAR.'1ID is fifteen , the combina tion of a ll bits set to 
"one" is an invalid MCT entry; therefore, this value i.s used in the TASKID 
Register to signify t hat no task i s curren tly active . 
Two routines , the ~onitor Control Loop and the Interpr eter are in-
volved in processing the MCT and rese tting the identification registers . 
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Other routines in this block implement a set of standard mon i t or messages, 
such as the Trace Message (indicated by the Message Code set t o "one"), 
and implement the feature of inserting a time delay between s t eps. 
Monitor Control Loop 
Each pass through the MCL (Figure 7) completes the processing of one 
s t ep. The MCT Pointer, which is the actual memory address of the MCT 
entry bei ng processed, is reset via the POSID and is passed t o the Inter-
preter. Af t er control is returned from the Interpreter, the MCL examines 
the Monitor Message Register and the Monitor Delay Register which ar e s et 
by ei t her t he I n terpreter or a service routine for a nonzero value . If 
e ither i s nonzero, a message request and/or a delay reques t i s pr ocessed 
as i l l us tra t ed by the flow diagram in Figure 7. Two options are provided 
fo r the t ime delay feature as flagged by bit zero of the Monitor Delay 
Regis ter. If it i s set, a "pause", measur ed in hardware c l ock ' s time 
units , i s s pecified and all task processing ceases during this paus e. If 
bit zer o is clear , the delay is measured i n t erms of t he STU and the t ask 
is r e turned t o t he scheduler allowing another task to be processed. 
As mentioned previously, a clock check normally (by default) occurs 
between each s t ep . If, however, the Task Inter r upt Flag has been se t by 
the schedule r via information contained in its Task Definition Table , 
t he cl ock check is ignored. Thus, the experimenter has the opt i on of 
s pecifying t hat a task (such as one of low priority) be processed to com-
pletion once i t has been started . Note that the clock check feature de -
f ines a s t ep as the largest unit of paramet er processing work tha t canno t 
be interrupted by program action. 
Call 
Interrupt 
Time Test 
Routine 
Set MCT 
Pointer 
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POSID 
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Fi gure 7. Flow diagram of Monitor Control Loop 
JJ 
Interpre t er 
Us ing the MCT pointer , the MCT entry for t h e cur rent s t e p is obtained 
(Figure 8 ) and i t s St ep Level Code i s compar ed with the contents of t he 
Task Level Register which has been set by scheduler from the current task ' s 
entry in the Task Definition Table . If the Step Level Code is greater , 
t he s t e p is bypassed and control is r eturned to the MCI.. This fea t ure 
allows two t asks to be overlaid on the same positions of the MCT a nd 
i ncr eases the flexibility of the MCT' s use . If t he Step Level Code is 
no t greater, the Interpreter uses the STEPID as an index to find in its 
Service Rou t ine Address Table (SRf\T) the address of the service rout i ne 
which i mp l ements this step (Figure 9). Therefore, Lhe procedure for l ink-
ing a service routine to the rest of the program is to enter its memory 
address in t o the SRAT. When the step is completed, control is re t urned 
t o the MCL , bu t before the return occurs , the service routine may cause 
a "b r a n ch " in the MCT if it stores a new POSID and returns to the MCL at 
the retur n point wh i ch follows the NCL ' s POSID reset oper ation as shown 
in Figures 7 and 8 . 
Mo nitor Service Ro utine Bl ock 
Ro utines i n this block can be classified, as e i ther processing rou-
t i nes (e . g . computation r outines) or progr am control routines (e . g . a loop 
counter ) and can be added , deleted, or modified in order to tailor t he 
pr ogram to t he r equirements of a particular exper imen t . As already s t a t ed , 
t he entry address of each of these service routines must be incl uded in 
t he Interpreter ' s Se rvice Routine Address Table . 
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Loop 
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MCL 
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Table pointer = table base address + displacement ( Lhe Sl'l PID) 
Service routine selection by Interpreter: 
Servi ce Routine Address Table 
(base address) STEPTB , JNP SUBCLL 
SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS: 
Entc·r with STI:PID 
I 
JMP SDSAVE 
JNF TESTSD Select and movG to 
(table Po1.nter)---. .n11" SUBCLL-------·-----Jl" Interpreter ' s switch I. JM~' SUBCLL 1' 
N01' 
NCl~-
NOP 
NOP 
NOt' 
Nor 
JM l' IN rm c 
JM:' INITCl 
JHT' REPS\T 
JM.' LEND 
Subroutine selection and loading : 
Ta pe Address Tabl e 
(base address) SBLTAG ,0275 
INTJt.J!',JMl' SlJBCLL 
(Brandi to subroutine loader) 
Load s lib rout ine 
;,es Branch to 
s ub routine 
NOt 
NO~' 
-
--• rA?·76 ____ Selec_t an_d mo_ve _to tape (table pointer) ""~ 
0277 instructio n - - --, 
Subroutine Mask Table 
(base address) SBMTAB, 7777'" 
NOP 
(loa<ls subroutine) 
RCG0 _J 
RCGBQN, 0276 +- -
I 
Update Core Contents Word 
I 
NO~ Select and comp l ement 
(tab l e pointe r)--....,.77 77--- - - -------, 
7777 Set bit 3 of CCW I 
*7 777 causes a new copy of (e.g. STEPID 3) 
the subroutine t o be l oaded (CCW)- _ -+ CO.J "AND" 0000 +-- J 
even if it is already in f (Clears all bits) 
the memory 
LINC language instructi ons ' 10000 1 
JMP : un conditiona l branch 2 - :~es tore CC\-! 
NOP : 
RCG: 
r eserves storage 
(no operat ion) 
l oads tape blocks into 
the memor y (read and 
check group) 
~ 
ilranch to subroutine 
Figure 9 . Example of service rou tine (sub r ou t ine loader) and s ubroutine 
calling operations [or STEPID = 3 (computation step in the 
tes t exp er irnen, ) 
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I f a step, such as step 3 in Figure 6, requires ll1e use of a stor ed 
subroutine, the address used from the SRAT is that of the subrout i ne loade r 
and the STEPID identifies the subroutine and is used by the loader t o find 
and load t he subr outine as described below and shown in Figure 9 . A Core 
Contents Word (CCW) is used to keep a record of Lhc subroutines cur r ently 
in the memory , and if the required subroutine is not in the core , the Tape 
Address Table is used to find the subroutine and loa<l it; tlie Subroutine 
Mask Table entry for this subroutine is used to up<late the CCW by c l earing 
the bits cor responding to subroutines that have been assigned to the s ame 
core loca tions as the subroutine which is loaded. Thus, tape areas and 
core areas are s t at i cally assigned by the experimenter at the time of pro-
gram a ss embly and for each subroutine an entry is required in bo t h t he Sub-
routine Ma sk Tabl e and t he Tape Addr ess Table. Use of a single 12- bi t 
memory word fo r t he CCW limits the allowable number of subroutines t o 
twelve . However , at the expense of using more storage for the tables a nd 
f or the CCW , a gr ea t er number of subrout ines can be used. 
Program control routines include decision routines, loop count e r s , 
and flag s etting routines. Depending upon the results of a Jecision or a 
counter t es t, t hese routines can r eset the POSID Register as ment i oned 
previous l y. For examp l e , in the test experiment, the Sample Data Test 
Routine compar es the parameter sample to a pair of set points for that 
parameter. I f the value is within the set point range, the rout i ne r esets 
the POSID Regis t er to the last step in the MCT which clears the task f rom 
the TASKID Reg i ster. Otherwise, the MCL resets the POSID Register t o the 
s tep which computes the correclion . As illustrated, program cont rol r ou-
t ines can be qui te short bu t usually require one or more tab]es of 
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i nformation. 
Record filing oper a tions can be ass i gned to this block as illus tra t ed 
by t he t es t experiment' s Sample Data Save Routine which es t abl i shes a 
s t or age area for the most recen t sample value for each of the par ame ters 
and a l so pr ovides the option and the mechanics of storing t hese va lues on 
tape using the da t a buffer areas assigned t o memory segment three . 
Inter rupt and Trap Bl ock 
Saving and r es t oring t he f i el d registers, index registers , accumu-
l a t or, a nd " link" is pr ovided by the In t errupt and Trap Processor s 
(Figure 3) and wh en a n ex t er nal program interrupt occurs, the i nterrupt 
hardwar e i s turned "of f " un t il t he i nter rup t has been processed. Priori-
ties of i nterrupts ar e defined by the order in which the "cause" of the 
inte rrupt is dete r mined . Via this s t ructure , new interrupts can be added 
t o the sys t em and t he priorities of existing inter rupts can be changed. 
At pr esen t, the only i nte r rupt used i s the c l ock i n terrup t a nd the 
ins truc t ion trap is used only for s i mul a ting the input data " sampling" , 
of the per ipheral da t a ter minal s by the CPU as described l a ter . Howeve r , 
Tele t ype a nd magne tic t a pe unit i nter r upts a r e available and can be added 
to the progr am. 
Message Processing Block 
Two main r outines comprise this block : the Message Queue Loader (MQL) 
and Message Queue Pr ocessor (MQP). See Figure J. Message wri ting rules 
a re es t abl i sh ed by t he MQL and M0P as a subroutine call wi t h a cal l l ist 
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which includes the format' s name , the device code a nd the va riable list ' s 
name (Figure 10) . Both r outines provide an entry point to the Message 
Pr ocessing Block and also the f i e ld register saving which is necessary 
s ince this block is called from across a nemory segment boundary ; however , 
they share a common field register r estoring routine. 
For each variable in the variable list, the MQL l ooks up the current 
value and loads jt, together ~ith the format ' s name and the device code , 
on the Message Queue (~Q). An option is provided which al l ows a string of 
b its to be lifted from the value o f the var i able , right adjusted , and used 
by t he MQP as the value of the variabl e . The option is used by se tting bit 
zero of the variable's nam(;! to "one". A "mask" word , specifying the bits 
to be used , must follm.; the variable ' s name in the variab l e list. The op-
tion i s used when two or more values are packed into a single memory word 
and are t o be included in a message . 
If a message is to be sent irrunediatcly when r equested , flagged by bit 
zero of the call list's name , the message is loaded into the MQ ' s buffer 
area (which also provides for overflow from the main MQ area) and control 
is passed t o the ~QP . Otherwise , the message is loaded i nto the main ~IQ 
area and control is r eturned to t he calling routine. Messages a r e s en t 
from the main MQ area on a time available basis as determined by the Id l e r 
or the Timer Test Routine , both of which call the MQP. Two address point-
ers ar e used by the MQP whPn processing messages from ei th er the MQ or it s 
buffer : the Value List Pointer which addresses the next variable ' s val ue, 
and the Format Character Po inter which addrcssos the next clrnracter in 
the format specification . 
/ 
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Mes sage f orma t s contain delimiting characters dividing the forma t s 
into fields corresponding to the fo l lowing format elements : charact er 
stri ng constants , message variables, character spacing (blanks), CRT verti-
cal and horizontal coordinates, Teletype carriage <eturn and line s pacing 
(new l ine) and "end of format". For both the CRT and the Tel etype, a ut o-
matic control of l ine spacing and character position is provided by t he 
MQP so that it i s unnecessary to use these specifications unl ess a non-
s tandard forma t is desired. Since a format is organized and processed as 
a se t of fields, new for~at specifications can be incorpora t ed into the 
design of the MQP . 
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Messa ge "ca l l l ist": 
ODMES, ODFORM&5777 
7777 
ODLIST ! 2000 
Mes sage "va r iable list": 
Message "format": 
ODLIST, ODVAL!2000 
OD PARM! 2000 
ODHRS !2000 
ODMIN! 2000 
ODSEC! 2000 
TEXT Z0;Z 
/OUTPUT COMMAND SUBROUTINE MESSAGE FORMAT/ 
ODFORM, TEXT Z( OUTPUT VALUE = )VZ 
TEXT Z( PARMID = )VCLB7, (TIME=Z 
TIZXT Z)V ( HOURS )V ( ~1INUTES )Z 
TEXT ZV( SECONDS. ) CL ; Z 
Message "calling instruction seque nce " fo r a call from segment 2 wi th t he 
call lis t a nd variable lis t in segment 2 and the format in segment 1: 
Te l e t ype message : 
OUTPUT VALUE = -1 
TIME=0 
PAfil1ID 
HOURS 1 2 
LDA I 
ODMES! 2000&3777 
LDF 2 
LIF 1 
Y.1P OLLOAD 
4 
MINUTES 300 SECONDS . 
not e : numerical values are i n octal and the unit for the " seconds " va l -
ue is decima l tenths of seconds (the unit of the hardware clock) 
LI NC mod e ins tructions: 
LDA I - loads accumulator with contents of the fol lowing memory l oca tion 
LDF 2 - changes Data Field to segment two 
LIF 1 - changes Instruction Field to segment one when the next br anch 
instruction occurs 
JMP - branches to l ocation labelled by the symbo l, OLLOAD (in 
segment one) 
DIAL assembler instructions : 
"'" - l ogical " OR" of the two adjacent values 
"&" - l og ical "AND" of the two adj acent values 
( used to set bit zero, the flag , for C; ueued processing and to se t bi t 
one , the field bit, to the I.f. segment or t o the D. F . segment) 
Fi gure 10 . Teletype message for queued processing 
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PROGRAM TESTING 
A test experiment, designed from requirements of Lhe cell cul t ure 
sys t em , was coded into the Monitor Control Table (Figure 6) and Task 
Defini tion Table (Figure 5). Subroutines , stored on tape (F i gure 9) , were 
used for steps zero, three, and four in the test experiment . Respectivel y , 
these steps provided for obtaining data samples , determining command sig-
nals , and sending command signals as described helow. 
Since t esting was done without perjpheral hardware, the interaction of 
the program with the peripheral hardware was s imulated hy replacing the 
A/D converter sampling inslruction with an illegal instruction in the 
sampling subroutine. The instruction trap proCL'Ssor displayed a message 
on t he scr een i ndicating that a data value for the particular parame t er 
should be entered via the console switches. Command signals to Lhe 
per ipheral hardware were replaced by a message (Figure 10) cont aining the 
control signal value . 
A mathematical model of the cell cullure system was not available fo r 
use in computing the value of the command. Rather , an iterative correct i on 
pr ocedure was used such thaL the signal val11e was either plus one or minus 
one depending upon whether the sample value was below or above , r espec-
t ively, the set point range defined for the particular parameter . Th i s 
scheme is compatible with the culture system si nce its peripheral hardware 
control devices respond to either single pulses or Lo "on-off " commands . 
Thus , the sequence of sampling and correcting continued for each scann ing 
cycle of a given parameter until the sample value, as entered from t he 
console , was within t!1e sel point range . 
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I nitial testing was conducted without the hardware clock a nd t ime 
incr emen ts were entered into the Clock Routine from the consol e s wi t ches. 
As additional time was entered, more of the program loops a nd rout i nes 
were cal l ed into operation so that the progress of the testing was con-
trol l ed by the time entries. 
With the hardware clock added to the system, a real-time environmen t 
was established and it was possible to test the program wi t h respect to 
i t s efficiency for various combinations of task cycle times and task delay 
times. Since testing was done off-line to the peripheral hardware and 
data were entered from the console, the trap processor removed the system 
from its real-time environment and after the sample was entered , the clock 
was restored to tl!E. point in time that existed when the trap occurred . 
The pause in the real-time environment provided th e opportun i ty to s top 
the CPU , check the conl ents of tlie memory and regi sters, and make changes 
in test values without affecting the real-time envir onment of t he test . 
In order to observe its operation, CRT display messages were inser t ed 
in i mportant sections of the program. In addition, the Trace ~essage 
which prints the TASKID, P,\Rll1ID, STEPID and the time (Appendix A) verified 
the sequence of process ing for each task . With respect to the task cvc l e 
and delay times, the efficiency of the program proved t o be sensi t ive to 
the amount of time required for the Trace and display messages . Fo r this 
reason two additional features were added so that mcssnge time could be 
reduced while the CPU was in operation: a console sense switch was us ed 
to turn the Trace Xessage "on" or "off" and a console A/D knob was used 
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t o control the display time of a CRT message so that when the knob was 
turned t o zero, the display was eliminated. About one minute of delay 
t ime was used for stabilization of any ion specific electrode, and during 
this time , t he electrode amplifier was unavailable for use by the other 
e lec trodes . Thus, processing of the other ion parameters was also delayed. 
This appeared to be tl1e primary limitation t o system performance since , as 
the cycl e times wece decreased, the lower priority parameters were proc-
essed t o completion less of ten. 
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DI SCUSSION 
Successful operation of the program was confirmed by the final off-
line tests, during which addi tional messages and service r outines were 
incorporated into the program. The ease with which these additions were 
made illustrated the utility of the program des ign and implementation of 
the t es t experiment did not require any basic changes in the original 
design . 
Several factors concerning the use of the Monitor Control Table may 
not be immediatel y appar ent. As described, the task process ing is con-
trolled by a time scheduler , but initiation of a given task can be accom-
plished via a s ignal from the experimenter by setting t he task's cyc le 
time t o zero and using an initial step to t es t a sense swi tch. Or if the 
event signal i s t o come from the ext erna l l1a rdwa r e, the interrupt sys t em 
can be used i n place of th e sense switch . For the latte r s ituation , the 
scheduler may require r edesign which is faci litated by the hlock structur e 
of the program s ince tas k scheduling is performed by the Scheduler Block . 
It may appear from the test experiment that the processing of each 
parameter i s meant t o be a single task with the sequence of s teps moving 
across the MCT. Actually, an experiment involving many pa rame t e r s can 
be designed as a singl e task if parame t er priorities are not required; 
and the sequence can be vertical as i s the case if the data sampl es for 
all parameters are r equired before any of the computations can be 
accomplis hed. Furthermore, the entir e experiment can be programmed as 
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a single task with a single step if the identification of the paramet ers 
is maintained by the processing program illustrating that , al though the 
MCT size is fixed , the functions performed by two or more steps can be 
combined into one step if a time test is not required between these 
func tions. Thus , the design of the MCB provides considerable flexib i l ity 
in adapting the program to the experiment. 
1. Chorafas, Dimitris N. 
approaches . Vo l . A. 
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APPI:NDIX A 
Test Output 
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LO ~SSEMBLl.i, 0 
THACE : T0 Pl S9l l LJ l ,. SEC 1 MI N 
THACE : T0 Pl 52 ?.33 SF.C MI N 
TRACE : T0 Pl S3 :~?. 6 SF:C lVJ I N 
THACE : T0 P l S4 4211 ~>EC MI N 
Tr: r~ CF. : T(i) P l 511) S?.7 S l·:C tvd N 
THACE : TOJ Pl S?. 621 SEC MI N 
TH~CE : TPI P l S3 71 4 SEC MI N 
TR4CE : T0 P l SLJ 1 ~ 1 2 SEC MI N 
TRACE : T ~ P l 50 1 1 1 7 SEC MiN 
TR.~CE : T0 P l S?. 3 1 SEC 2 MI N 
THACE : T0 P l 53 123 SEC 2 MI N 
THACE : TO P l S4 22 1 SEC ?. MI f\l 
TRACE : Ttl P l sr1 325 SEr, 2 MI l\T 
TH/'.\C E: T0 P l S2 4 16 SF.C ?. MI N 
TllACF. : T ~ P l 53 5 l 1 ;,r.c 2 MI N 
TRACF. : TC'l P l S4 6(.1 7 SF:C 2 MIN 
TRAC E : T0 Pl 50 71 3 SEC 2 MI N 
THACE : T0 P l S?. 10f15 SEC ?. MI N 
TirnCE : T0 P l S15 11 00 SEC 2 MI N 
TR!\CE : Tfil PO so Ll2 SEC 3 MI N 
THACE : T 0 p(il S?. 133 SEC 3 MI N 
TRACE : T (IJ P0 53 225 SEC ~ MI N 
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OUTPUT VALUE = -1 PARM ID = 1 
TIME=Cl HOUHS l MI NUTES 424 SECONDS· 
TRPCE : Tr1 PV'l S4 3?.l! SF:C 1 MI N 
THA CE : T!?I PO SDI 573 s F.I. ~ r-: IN 
TRACE : T(?! P f-I S?. 665 SEC 3 MIN 
TRACE : T0 P fil s ~ 7 6(1 SF.C ~ MI N 
OUT POT VALll F. = -1 PAHMID = 1 
TIM E=1 l HOURS 1 MINUTES lVJl ?. SECONDS · 
TRACE : T0 P0 SLJ l 0 56 SEC 3 MI N 
TRACE : T~ P0 SA 1 L1 7 SEC 4 MI N 
TRACE : T0 P0 S2 240 SEC 4 MIN 
TRACE : Hl p(il Sl5 333 SEC 4 MI N 
OUTPUT VALUE = - 1 PARM ID = 1 
T I ME=(I! HOURS ?. MI NUTES ?. ?. 1 SECONDS · 
OUTPUT VAL UF: = - ·1 PAHM I D = 1 
T IME= r,1 HOURS ?. MINUTES 6f17 SF.CONDS · 
OUTPUT VALUF: = PAHM I D = 0 
TIME=0 HOURS 3 MI NUTF:S 324 SECONDS · 
OUTPTJT VALUE = PAHMID = 0 
TI ME= ~ HOURS 3 MI NUTF.S 1056 SECONDS · 
TRACE : T l P2 S(i') 514 SEC 5 MIN 
TRACE : Tl P2 S l 5 14 SEC 5 MIN 
TRACE : Tl P2 S2 514 SEC 5 MI N 
TRACE : T l p~ Sl5 5 14 SEC 5 MI N 
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TRACE : Tl P2 s 1 LJ 51 L! SEC 5 MI N 
THACE: T2 P3 SOl 7 5 SEC 7 MIN 
TRACE: T0 P l SQJ 243 SEC 7 MI N 
TRACE: Tel P l S2 335 SEC 7 MI i\J 
TRACE : T0 P l S3 430 SEC 7 MI N 
THACE : T0 P l S4 526 SEC 7 MI N 
TRAC E: TVl P l S0 63 1 SEC 7 MI N 
TRAC E: T0 P l 52 7 23 SEC 7 MI N 
TRACE : T0 Pl S l 5 10 16 SEC 7 MI N 
TRACE : T0 P0 50l 11 20 SEC 7 MI N 
TRACE: Tel P0 S2 32 SEC 10 MIN 
TRACE : T(il) P0 5 15 125 SEC 10 MI N 
TRACE: T2 P3 5 1 222 SEC 10 MI N 
TRACE : T2 P:-3 s?. 434 SEC l ~ MI N 
TRACE : T2 P3 5 14 530 SEC 10 MIN 
THACE: T2 P1 5 15 6?. 5 SEC 10 MIN 
OUTPUT VALUE = PARM I D = 
T I ME=(i'J HOURS 7 MI NUTES 526 SECONDS • 
TRACE : T3 PLJ S C1 1Vl3 5 SEC 1 1 MIN 
TRACE : T3 P4 5 1 1 1 3(il SEC 1 1 MI N 
TRACE: T3 P4 52 105 SEC 1 2 MI N 
TRACE: T3 P4 S3 20(.iJ SEC 12 MI N 
TRACE : T3 P4 54 391(1 SEC 12 MI N 
TRACE : T3 P 4 5 16 37 7 SF.l. 12 MIN 
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f\.T'rENDIX B 
Table 2 . Block Summa cy 
Table 2. Block Summary 
Block 
Supervisor Block 
Scheduler Block 
Monitor Control 
Block 
::'-fonitor Se r vice 
Routine Block 
In t errupt and 
Trap Block 
Hes sage 
Processing 
Block 
Function 
Provides primary program control 
and timing f unctions needed by 
the program 
Implements the initiation and 
delay of processing t asks on 
a time interval basis 
Initiates and monitors the 
execution of each step of 
each task 
Implements t he execution 
of each step 
Services the external program 
in t errupt and ins truction trap 
Processes message r equests 
fo r t he teletype printer 
a nd for the CRT 
Main Component Routines 
Idler Routine 
Clock Routine 
Interrupt Time Test Routine 
Timer Se t and Tes t Routine 
Delay Lis t Test, Delay List Load, 
Task List Test , Priority Queue Test, 
Priority Queue Load, Task Starter 
Moni t or Control Loop 
Interpreter 
Monitor Delay Processor 
Monitor ~essage Processor 
Subrout ine Call and Load 
Test Sample Data 
Sample Dat a Save 
Interrupt Processor 
Trap Processor 
Message Queue Loader 
Message Queue Processor 
Table 2 (Continued ) 
Tables and Data Areas Used 
none 
Task Delay List 
Task Cycle Time List 
Task Definition Table 
Priority Queue 
Monitor Control Table 
Service Routine Address Table 
Monitor ~essage Table 
Major Data and Control Registers 
Total Experiment Time Regis ters 
Elapsed Time Register 
Ti mer Test Reg i ster s 
TASKID Register, STEPID Register, 
POSID Register 
Monitor Delay Register 
Task Interrupt Flag 
TASK ID , PAR~HD, STEPID, POS ID 
!leg is ters, 
Task Interrupt Flag, MCT Pointer , 
Monitor Message Register 
Bl ock 
Supervisor Block 
Scheduler Block 
:'-!onitor Control 
Block 
________________ __ _:'1~n_!_t~r_D~l~y_R~g_!_s~e.E_ ____________________ _ 
Tape Address Table Cor e Contents Word Monitor Service 
Subroutine ~ask Tabl e Routine Block 
Sample Data ~uffers 
Register Save Areas 
~essage Queue and Buffer 
Interrupt Mode Flag 
Queue Load Pointer, Buffer Load 
Po inter , Va lue List Po inter , 
Format Character Pointer 
CRT Scan Counter 
Interrupt and 
Trap Block 
~es s age 
Processing 
Block 
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APPENDIX C 
Program Lis ting 
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c; SGMNT (l '171\ I\ '1 
*4 51 STC r.L KR1 t\1 
I SlJ;)F.~HV I SOh J-'lLUC ~< JOH 
SI DLF.H, J MP TES T I C f>1(71?. 
L OA I A7.F: I 
XS IDLE! 40 .'l0 J MP CL!'\END 
LIF 1 ADI"! I 
JMP OLJJl" n SECCLK, 00c;,ri 
LIF 1 SET I A 
JMP OC NTLl MI N I NC 
JMP S I DLEH JMP CLKDIV 
SSCALL , STC SSCACC STC SECCLl"\ 
AJ'ID ?. I 
BSE I ron 
'><"G ,-., 630 4 
STC SSCJ~!P SET I 6 
nor-: I 1 HHS I \J r. 
STC S5SIWL ADU 7 
ADD n1-1nli1 ADM I 
STC S<-;C r< TN EYPCLI-< , (H')(~(' 
! 0'4 LD/\ 
11?.34 ~0WI 
HOH 3 ADA I 
S T!-! r-; I NCLI{ , ~('j(ij(l 
SSL I F ! 11 r,~ :1 ?\ JMP CLK DI V 
SCJ{ 7 I 
BCL I STC MI NC LK 
77 7 LI I 
RS E I ADD 7 
064 ::'1 .C:>DM I 
STC SSLDF HRSCLK, ~(11(1lf1 
ADD ssr:."ICC I 
SSCJMP , NO? LDA I 
STC SSC/'.\ CC l '\JTI NC 
SSCr~S T' LOA I STC f.. 
SSSAVL , NOP ADD i.:xPCLH 
HOL I JMP r.LKD I V 
LDI\ I STC EXPr.L K 
SSCf\CC , NOP f\DD '/ 
SSLDF', !\IOP l'iDM I 
SSL IF, M.6('H·l I NTCU< , r.rn<rn 
ssr-HTN , NOP CLKEND, SHO 
REL:\ DSC , ! OR IMFLf\ G 
6 0'1 P. J MP . +~ 
LDA I OB 
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f.. (1'~ l ADD 7 
CLKRTN, \IOP ADD HRSCLK 
MI NI NC , - 1 l l)C'I STC TTHHSV 
HHS I NC, - ' 10 7ll ADD ?. 
l \ITDJC, - 0011 1 5TC Cl 
I JMD (I 
CLKn 1v , STC 5 I 
LDt> TI MERT, L DA 
r) 
°' STC I I STC R 
r; Ll' dMP Ti"I TC O\J 
'> TC 1 TTLOQ p , SHO I 
t\ l lD 5 TMTSW , ll(~ Cl(.\ 
.J"1 p .+ ? JMP TM TC ON 
nvLoop, XSH I 7 LD~ I 
STA XT I MET ! lt ()fil0 
'i LDF ~ 
ADA 6 L I F 1 
FLO J MP OLL Ol\D 
APO I LDF 
J MP DVLOOP LIF 
AZE NOP 
JMP • + l.i J MP OCNTLl 
CLR TMTCON, JMP REA DSC 
XSK I 7 LDA 
<:TC 5 HHSCLK 
LOA COM 
l l ADA I 
STC " 111-msv, 0~~~ L T)l\ A\>0 I 
5 JMP TTLOOP 
J C-:P (1 A7.E 
I JMP TMTFl\J D 
I LDA 
TI M!;:ns , STC: SAVl'TS !vJ! \J C 1. I~ 
ADn n I.OM 
STC ~ t'\ DA I 
J iV!P lP·:A DSC TT i" I NV, 0(}00 
SET I F-., APO I 
MIN I.\JC J MP TTL OOP 
LOA I A Z~ 
SAVETS, 9!00'11 JM? TMTC:\I D 
TR SCON , ADD SECC L.K LOA 
J MP CLn DI V c; '·~C CLK 
STC TT SFCV COM 
SET I f, ADA I 
HHS I Nr. TT SEcv , (\('lr·)M 
ADD 7 t'\PO I 
ADD MI Nl.LK ,JMP TTLOOP 
JMP CLKD l\.l TM TEND , LDA 
STC TTt'i I \JV ~ 
~ TC (1 
,JI'<' ? C-1 
I 
TEST ll; , LDI.'.\ 
('j 
S TC T 1 c ,~· n.t 
JMP 1~F.A nc;c 
TTCON 1 , LOA 
I l\J TCLK 
AZE I 
TICHTN, NOP 
I 
S TC I CO'JNT 
S TC I NTCU< 
AAZ SSB, Jtv,p DQTSTl 
/END OF SSB 
SEGMNT ('\ 
* 764 
/ SCHEDTJLEH RLOCK, " S CB" 
n~ rsr1, 
I 
DOT ST::? , 
Df"'CON l, 
SF.T I 1 1 
1777 
JMP HEADSC 
J MP DQCON l 
SET I 1 1 
Vl~0~ 
LDA I 
DT I MErJ -1! 20r;10 
S T A 
::'1002 
STC 0Cil01 
LOA I 
DTQE ND, DCODE0 -1 ! ::>.0 1.?10 
S TA 
Vl~r.14 
STC '1'1 (') 5 
!.\DD I CO!TNT 
COM 
STA I 
ICC OM , NOP 
CLH 
STC I C Or TNT 
D(.)LOQP , LDA I 2 
A.PO 
J MP D C-l CON~ 
ADD ICC OM 
£\ PO 
JMP DOCON2 
STA I 3 
LDA I 4 
S TA I 5 
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I 
pncol\12, 
I 
nr. col\13 , 
I 
Tf\TF.S T , 
TO LOO~ , 
T t:1 CON 1 , 
,JMP n r1L<111 ·' 
L f)A I / j 
1~ r:L I 
M1 77 
HOH r~ 
S TA 
P0TA SK 
L DA /t 
STC ?nconE 
S~T I l ?. 
7777 
.JMP i~r.) L Ol\ Jl 
J MP nr.Lom> 
STI) I 1 
xsr< l 1 
J MP r1r) L n~ n 
J t"'.i P T 'HF:S 1 
Ll>A I 
TTI L"iEfl - 1 ! '> " ,,, 
srr. ') 
.S TC (, 
J M.P T (.)C0i\i 1 
S TA 5 
XSK I 6 
L OA I 5 
APO 
J MP TF"ETCH 
ADD r ccorv: 
APO I 
J MP T 0L00r' 
L DA 
rrn06 
STA 
PQTASK 
AnA I 
TPT ti R ! ~ ('W r; 
s rr. 7 
L Dt:\ 7 
S TC PQCODE 
STC 1 2 
J MP P (.)L OAD 
Tr:l CON2 , L DA 
0M16 
ADA I 
TTT AH ! 2 Wl0 
STC 7 
.L DA 7 
J MP TQL OOP 
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DOLOr.i [> , LD.A ST\. r1 
(l)C~Vl 3 JMP /?I 
·~(l 1·: I Tflo~TCH, LD/'\ I 
nr.onr:0 - ?. ! ~rirH' Pli!J;.:!JE - 1 ! ~'1C'l(J 
J"ll' . + P STC ~ 
Jt·1f) Dn l~CON STC 1 
LDC. LDA I 
DVA L!J l-: i)t' S I 7.E .1 - 1 Lj 
ST/.\ 3 STC 4 
L f)C\ JM J-> TFC0!\1 1 
TASK I D TFLOOP, XSK I 3 
hOL ~ Tr COf\1 1, LDA I P. 
HSE SAE I 
PQSID 7777 
STA I 5 Ji"1P TFCON8 
CLH XS K I /j 
CO!"': JM P TFLOOP 
.S TA I 3 LDA 
•;TC Tf\'-;~ rn TASK I D 
DliLCON , CLH A~O 
STC T)l)t:\UJF. J MP S I DLER 
JMP TCJ Tl<": ST J fv.P MCL OOP 
P<JLOAD, LOA TFCON~ , LDA 
90('1(1 Tl\Sh l f) 
STC \>0LHT:'V f\PQ 
LDA I J MP T STJ:T~ 
pr:iTASK , NOP COM 
ADf\ I ADD :~ 
Pt)UE r JE ! ~ 1 cv fl 7.E 
STC 15 APO I 
LDA 1 5 J MP r1 CLOOP 
SAE I JMP TSTHT l 
7777 TSTRTl.1 LDA I 
J MP .+ 2 Pf.:llJF.:llF. ! P.0~ (;1 
JMP .+5 .£.\DA 
LDA TA Si< I 0 
1 P. STC lj 
APO I ADD POS ifl 
JMP pnr,0~ 1 STA 11 
LDA. I LDA I 
PC:l CODF: .1 NO!' XP I i\.TT ! /1 /?Ir C·' 
STA l 5 Lf\F () 
LDA I LI F I 
XPQ L OD ! 11~0 '1 Jl•j~ OLLOt'\D 
LDF 0 LDF 1 
L I F 1 I 
JMP OLLOI\ D TST1-<T 21 LDC. 8 
LDF 1 nCL I 
I 7 L1f:1(A 
Pf) r. Ol\11 , LDA I STC PD~Ii> 
Pf')LPTN.1 '\JOP ADD 3 
STC TASK I D 
COi"'. 
STA ?. 
LDA I 
TDTl'.\.B ! ?.()r'tf'o 
t:iDD 3 
S TC 4 
LDA 4 
SC t~ 1 3 
STC TI FLA G 
.. l ~C 
.SCH 1 ~ 
A7.;;; 
t' tOP 
f1 I\ c: 
SCR 11 
STC TLF:VEL 
L DI\ I 
X.STAHT ! L!01"'! "' 
LDF 0 
L I F 
J MP OL LOL\ D 
L DF 1 
AA?,Sr,R , J MP MCLOOP 
s-sc;MNT ·~ 
* 1 3'1 (1 
/ MQ;-.J ! TO R CONT:~OL LOOP 
~ IT~ST , J~P T~ST I C 
••Ir.LOOP , LDl\ I 
-ios rD, NOP 
:\JOP 
l'\D!\ I 
\"lON T t\H ! ~~ W-1!~ 
STC MTl\HPT 
,_1MP MOi\1 I NT 
MH l-~Sr~T , LDA 
/ 
MTARPT 
STC ) 
LOA ~ 
HCL I 
7 LJ0 1;J 
.S TC POS !D 
\¥.\.ON 1 , LO!\ I 
MO CODE , QHH10 
A?.E 
J MP MOl\JOfJT 
MCONP , LOA I 
D\JC.L!Jr.; , r:i~r10 
r:.pQ I 
c.z F.: 
60 
.JMP i"WELAY 
/ 
MCON3 , SHO I 
TI FL ti.G, r'ill/!Crn 
J MP MCLOOP 
J MP MI TSST 
/t"O~ ! TOR I :JTSHPlff:TEH 
MON I NT , LDA 
fv'. T/\RPT , 
Mi r.ON 1 , 
STEP J D, 
NOP 
NOP 
SCH 1 ~~ 
Hr.L I 
11 111 
A7. F. 
J I·JP Ln:s r 
(..lAC 
SGh: 1 1 
STG MOC ODE 
l\DD POS I D 
SCR LJ 
STA I 
NOP 
f.:IAC 
SCR 7 
STA I 
NOP 
ADA I 
STEPTR ! ?.000 
S TC 1 LJ 
L DC\ t i~ 
STC I NTJMP 
I NTJlllJ? , NOP 
MICON~ , J MP MR F: S~T 
/ END OF " MON I NT" 
/ i"iO 'J l TOR 0 1JT P!JT I<OIJT I NF. 
!'<,O\JOUT, ADI\ I 
MONMSG -1 
S TC 7 
STC MOCODE 
SNS I 4 
J MP MC ON2 
L D.l\ 7 . 
LIF l 
LDF 0 
JMP OLLOAD 
MO R ST, LDF 1 
J Mf> l·JC QN P. 
M0t\Ji'1SG , Tt~AC !-~&5 7 77 ! LJ•IJCiH~ 
NOP 
'\JOP 
/ END OF f'Y' ONOI JT 
61 
/Lf~Vl-~L T i;:<;T t<Ol !T l i\IF. : LDA ~) 
LTE 'i T' r,QI.'-'• STC: HCGHf\ \l 
L\ Dl~ I / LDA I Dr:Lf:: TF:D 
TL EV FL, 0fH1(l NOP 
A7;S :-VOP 
C\ PO I LDF ?. 
JMP MI CON l HCG 0 
JMP MHF:SET RCGB0N, NOP 
MDELC\ Y , APO LDF' 
JMP PAUSE NOP 
LDA I LOA I 
XDELl\ Y ! 4t'.~00 P.OH Ci) 
LDF 0 A.DD STE? I D 
LI F 1 STC HOHCCW 
JMP OLLOAD LOA I 
LDF 1 SBMTAB ! ~Cll00 
,JMP DOT ST?. ADD STF:P I D 
PALTSE, JMP TI lv. t-~1 \ S STC 3 
PAIJS El, CLR LOA I 
STC DVALTJE COdECf.oJ , ft.)00(11 
J M? TI MF. HT BSF.: I 
PAIJSE?, , J MP MCO:'<J3 110<~n 
llA7.MCB , NOP HOrtccw, NOP 
S E lH9 JT Cil RC L 3 
* 1 41! ~ STC COP.F:C H 
SUBCLL , J MP STJ\:lLD SSBJ MP ,, LOA 2 
NOP RCL I 
NOP 7 7 7ll 
SCCOi\J 1 , LI F ~ MTJL I 
S1JRJMP , NOP 0409' 
NOP BSE I 
NOP 6000 
S"8HTN 1 , J MP MHESET STC SUBJ MP 
NOP JMP SCCON l 
NOP / £!\l D OF SUBLOAD 
SRH TN~ , JMP M\. O:\J 1 I Dl'.\Tf.\ SAVE ROUTI NE : 
/ F.Nn OF S'JRCf\LL snsAvE, LDA I 
SlJi~L p , LOI\ I 1::.C:()lJNT, 1°' 5 
':>HLTAA ! P,t".lf'V1 AP() 
NOP J MP SA. SW !'.'\ P 
t\DD STF.P I D SDCON 1, ADI\ I 
STC P, - 000 1 
LDA I STC SCOIJl\JT 
h OL 0 LDA I 
ADD STEP I D s.~VEPT , SAPEA 1 ! ?.M!710 
STC ROLCCW STC 00 1 Iii 
ADD C0f! EC 1:J ADD PAl-<M I D 
HOLCc w, NOP LDF 3 
APO STA I 111 
J iVJ t-' SSRJ MP LDF 
STC COHEC \•l HOL 
62 
f\DA I HOL 1 
S DHIJFF ! ? f-!0() ADA I 
STC 1 1 L IMTAF3 ! ~"100 
LDA 1 1 STC 3 
LDF :3 LDA ?. 
STA I 1 {) COM 
LDF 1 ADA 3 
LDA I 1 I APO I 
LDF 1 J MP Ml lF..SET 
STA I Hl LDC\ I :~ 
LDF COM 
LDt\ (\ ))(\ µ, 
f1V) 1 t-l t-i PO I 
STC SAVFYT JM? MRF.SET 
J MP MHESF.T LOA 
SASH AP , LDA I PARM I D 
rl0 10 ADA I 
AXO SK I PTB ! 2000 
STD STC 2 
J MP • - l LDA ?. 
I.JR ! STC PO S I D 
DWLI ST, 6 0 0 1 JMP MCQ l\11 
LDA / DELAY SEHV I CE RO rJT I l\JE 
DWL I ST D~LAY, LDA 
SHO I PAHM I D 
SCHA I N, 63 14 ADA I 
ADD NM~ !il00 OTAl31 ! ?.r1c1 :~ 
AD I'.\ I STC 14 
1 (li1 l LDA l q 
STC DWL I ST STC DVAL!J!o: 
LDA I J MP MRF SF.T 
SA i-! EA 1 ! 9. rrnn / I NITCl, 
SHO I NITCl, LDA I 
SCHA I '\J CA RI I FF ! 20 1'1Pi 
.ODD NP?.56 ADD Pl\lnYi I D 
STC SAVF.:PT STC 2 
LDl\ I STA ?. 
MA>:Ci\IT , () 1(iJ 5 JMP 11HJ:SF:T 
J~lP SDCON l IN I TftC, LD/.) I 
NM?.000 , - ~0(110 I NRTA9 ! ?."! 00 
NP?.51) , ~51'1 l\DJJ F·A:i1VJI D 
/ END OF SDSAVE, STC ?. 
/ TF:ST SAMPL F..: DATA LDA I 
TEST Sl.J , LDl\ HCTf\fl ! ?1111;;i 
PAdM I D .l\DJI J->f\rV ID 
HOL 1 STC 3 
ADA I LDA '~ 
SDRITFF ! 9.00 (~ S TA :~ 
STC ::> JMP :l!Pl-.SF.T 
LOA / END OF' IN I ThC> 
PARM I D :<F.PF'./\T , SF.T I ?. 
.1 
LDA I 
HPT t\M ! P.,.WW 
ADD P f\ 1; L'1 I D 
STA ? 
l\JIA I 
Pl\ fd•1NO , 1 (.') 
ADD 
RP CON 1 , 
XF:~lfJ , 
XF F:\iD , 
/ J.--:l\)J) OF 
TA SI{! l) , 
Ir~ O r J\lT , 
fl{\ ~i·: 9~ , 
STA I ~ 
l\DD Pf\HMNO 
S TA I P. 
P.~tmNO 
STC 6 
LDA q 
l\ZE I 
JMP RPCO>J l 
LOA I 
- 1 
ADM LJ 
APO I 
JMP RPCON l 
LDI\ 5 
5TA q 
JMP MRE.SET 
LDA 3 
STC POS I D 
LOA 6 
STC DVALUE 
,JMP MCON l 
L DA I 
XEN f\ ! f, ! 1()0. 
L I F 1 
LDF 11 
J MP OLL Ol\D 
LDF 1 
CLH 
COM 
STC TAS.K I D 
J MP TFF.TCR 
XF.SND ! ?0('1" 
O!(j (J\(-1 
XVCOM?. 
r1-::xr ., <EN)) 
SAHFI' 1 =1 r i:11~ 
Msn , FIL 7 n 
7777 
i·~ . 1 '1 n 
i\l OP 
Tl'\SK ) V; 7. 
(\ s MSn 
/ I NT i;:}d!YP T - T t ;r'I 1> t~ L OCK 
SJ·:Gt.i;\l.'1 . \ 
*'H'I 
- NOP 
63 
! Mr'LA(; , 
/ 
SCR 
/ 
J OB 
6002 
STC HIS Ai1A 
HO'i-1 I 1 
STC H I SAVL 
COM 
STf\ I 
('I (i'l 1' li1 
CLR 
I OR 
AP. 3 Lt 
HOE 3 
STH 
H ILIF! l! ~!/10! 
7 
BC L I 
777LI 
BSE I 
0 6L1(1 
S TC HI L DF 
l\Dn Ll (,j 
HSr: I 
6000 
STC H I R TN 
f\ DD O 
STC HI SAVQI 
/\OD l 
STC H I Sl'\Vt1 +1 
('.\J)f) '> '. 
STC HI •;AV0 +~ 
rwn 3 
STC l!ISf\V0 + ~ 
ADD lJ 
STC HI SAV9l +L! 
ADD 5 
STC HI SAVM +5 
£\DD 6 
STr, HI SAV0 +6 
ADD 7 
STC HI SAV0+7 
HLT 
NOP 
C L !~ 
f\DD HI S/\V<'I 
S TC (!'! 
ADD HI SAVCH 1 
S TC l 
Ann HI SAVO + ~ 
ST<: ~ 
64 
.'.\Im HI SAVr, +3 LDA ~ 
STC 3 STP I 
l\DD HI SP\Jf\ + l! T~~C\PCD, NOP 
JM P TPE!~n+ 1 / 
* l.ll f'l J MP 5 I i'i 
TRAP , '\JOP TPCONl , CL H 
STC T PS~Vl\ ADD TP~=AV0 
!10d I 1 STC (I, 
~i TC TPSr\VL ADD TPS A l.JI '+ 1 
I OF\ .STC 1 
h'=! ~LJ f\DD TPSfWO +P. 
. \ OH ~ STC ~ 
STll ADD TPS()IJM +.1 
T?L IF! L1~r,n STC ~ 
nst<'. I ADD TPSAV~ + L1 
'1''4 ( I STC 4 
STH ADD TPSAV0 +5 
TH.l\PDF ! 4 3;., r. STC 5 
SCR 7 ADD TPSAV0 +6 
ACL I STC 6 
777.ll ADD TPSAVP1 +7 
BSE I STC 7 
!?164 0 ADD T?SAVL 
STC TPLDF ROL I 1 
ADD 140 C\DD TPSAVA 
RSE I DJR 
60Cllt) TPL IF, Ol 6~0 
STC TPH TN TPLDF , NOP 
ADD CJ TPH TN, NOP 
.S TC TPSAV0 TPSAVL , NO P 
ADD 1 'i'P Sf\ VA , NOP 
STC TP Sl\!Jf;} + 1 Tl'c;l\Vfll , N() P 
f'IDD 2 NOP 
STC TPS.A\/0 + ~ NOP 
ADU 3 NOP 
STC TPSt.\V!1 +3 NOP 
ADD LI !\!OP 
STC TPSAV~ + lJ NOP 
ADD 5 TPF.;\JD, NOP 
STC TPSl'lV\1+5 / 
/'.\DD 6 STC /.J 
STC TPSAV'1 +f:> ADD HI SAV(.11+5 
l\D D 7 STC 5 
STC TPSl\VC-: +7 ADD Hl.S CliJr-l +f> 
ADD 1;i 1 LI (,'\ STC 6 
ADA I f\DD 1-J I SC\IJ0 +7 
- 1 STC 7 
BSE I STC I M FLAG 
?.<10(il ADD HI SAVL 
STC 2 HOL I 1 
TPAPDF , 0600 ADD HI SAVA 
HILIF, 
HILDF, 
HI RTN, 
HI SAVL ' 
HI SAVA , 
HISAW' ' 
DJ R 
(Jlf,(?19) 
NOP 
IOB 
1)(11 OJ 1 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
HI F:N D, NOP 
/ HARDWARE SI MUL ATOR, 
SIM , I OR 
60CiH~ 
CLH 
COM 
STC I MFLAG 
JMP REl'IDSC 
LDF 0 
S I MLJ, LDA I 
MES SS 1 ! 6r!Pl0 
LIF 1 
JMP OLLOAD 
SNS 1 
J MP SIML l 
S I ML?. , LDA I 
MESSS216"00 
L I F 1 
Jt-'IP OLLOAD 
SNS I 1 
JM P SH'iL 2 
LSW 
STC TPSl\VI\ 
STC I MFLAG 
!OB 
1)3(-14 
108 
600 1 
S I MR TN, J MP TPCON l 
I 
MESSS l, S I MF1! ~0~0 
0000 
S I MVL1!2R 0f1 
I 
MESSS2 ' S IMF2 f 2000 
Oo'1f~0 
65 
66 
~ I M\lL P, ! ~~' \l?l n 
.S ir-ff l , TE: .. !' 'l (J \j TQ L S P f1T S l\l'<';?L l:: Z 
L~ , T EXT {. r n1 , P P l.i"' ) t) l , VR l.t( / , 
T !--:~: T 1 • A rc.; i;· st:Ns i:.· ST.· J T c 11 1 ); t: 
I 
'> I ;•'VL 1 , ,") /\ l~M In! ~r.\ r1n 
TF: :,.. T .,,,. ~, ; 7 
I 
.'~ I 1'! r '> , TS~".L ? CL() t.,1 !;.;H <~ F:N ~i i;:·-: 
T~·Y! '. '.. ·.: -.J I Tt. : 1) i ' 
I 
~ I lv.1.1 L ~ , T E ' T ' · • t ; '/, 
1\l~. '/, I T H , \1 Or' 
~ ~GMNT 
*~ r~ !~ n 
OLLO~ J' , 5TC 1 
I OB 
6 ~3l! 
sci; ~~ 
I 
'-3 CL I 
711 1~ 
ri DA I 
r· 6n tl 
STC O~LIF 
I\ T) T) ( j 
S Tr: () .. • 1, 1' 1\ 1 
c-. 11n 1 
APO I 
,_J;-.;p OS L Ot\I > 
t1HL t)i\!) , S I:; T I ~ > 
OSBUFF-1! 4 C)f\("i J.! 5777 
._Jivip 5q LO~D 
OSLOt\ D, SET I 2 
OSTr. K I, OS TC\C K- 1 ! Mi tl 1~ ~ 5 77 7 
SBL Or'\D , LP" 1 
STA I ~~ 
L i ill I 
.S Tl' I ~ 
L fl t\ I 
•::i!)f\ I 
- 1 
. ., 1 (! "i 
LSLOQP, CL t~ 
LOA I 5 
S/\E I 
T F. XT ?.(\ ; r. 
JMP .+2 
JMP l. SC O\J9 
ST~ 
LSC00.Jl , 
I 
CO.Ml'JA , 
LSC 0 1'JP, , 
A 
/\PO 
J~P n I TS P: 
L DA (, 
t\PO I 
J .LY:P L SCOi'.Jl 
L [)A I 
r i::vr 7. '7. - 1 
STH I 0 
L Df\ () 
r, 01•1 
~; r; ~ > l 
SET I 7 
- 4 
S r. H 1 L 1 
XSK I 7 
I\ 7. r. 
J (V; '> • -!·: ~ 
L l.1-'. J 
J l'JP . + 5 
HSS I 
! 1ri A11 
.c T !-1 I ?. 
: ~ OL I 7 
nAc 
·rs!-<:_ 7 
J t.1 ? • - l ll 
LDA I 
TEXT ?. r·, , 'l 
S TH I P, 
J MP L .S L OO P 
Ln~ 
~ 
ll PO I 
J \V'P • +/J 
L DA I 
TF.XT .i'. l~ '/ 
C.: 'f l-1 I ~ 
I 
LDA I 
T EXT 7.r>i ; 7. 
STH I ? 
!...DA 
1 
APO I 
d MP L. s r:0 '.\1 3 
LDA I 
OSR!JF~• ! L1r· ;,n r~5777 
STC ;..> 
J MP QC:i\lTL -~ 
LS C0"J1 , LDf'\ 
I 
? 
ST/\ 
OSTCIH ·?, 5777 
COM 
ADA I 
OSRUFF! L1 W'l 1B 5777 
i'.1?0 
,JMP OC'.\JTLP. 
.._Jt-1P OF.r; 0:\18 
RI TSTR ' LDA fi 
P.CL I 5 
S TC RI ISA\l 
L DP 5 
LOCI!)~) , HOH I 1 
L 7.E I 
J M"> L00 P 1 
S! ~O 
B I T<.;(\V 
\J(~ :t l fS , :\lOP 
J l'IJ·.) LOO?P. 
LOC1P1 , L Dt\ I 
B ITSl'l lJ , l\:OP 
Ji'~? L S COl\J l 
I 
/ OUT? !!T COl\' T.'10L HOUT I NE 
OCNTL l, CLH 
I 0 (3 
G?. 1L1 
SC!1 8 
ilCL I 
11111 
ADD NA \l i ' 
STC OE:!.J F 
ADD r. 
STC OEHTl\1 
LDA 
_OSTCKI&5777 
67 
SAE'. I 
OSTACK - 1! ~0~0 &5 777 
J MP . + ?. 
JM P OF.CON?. 
Ot;l'JTU~ , LOA I 
OS TACK ! Ll0 f1f.l &57 77 
STC ~ 
OCN TL3 , L n/\ ?. 
I 
Ot; HT ' 
Of:H T l, 
ADI\ I 
- 1 
HSF. I 
LI WllVI 
STC 1 
SRO I 2 
J MP .+? 
J MP oc .n 
LDA I 
OCNTLS ! r., 11 00 
STr: OUT ti TN 
J M? T TYPF.2 
S ET I 4 
- 50 
SAM 7 
ADP. I 
- ivrnc1 
STC 13 
or::n P. , XSK I 1 3 
J MP Or. ·\JTL!.1 
XSK I 4 
J MP OC ll Tl 
J MP OU TEND 
OC:'-JTLL1 , LOA I 
1 1 lt 
STC 
LOA I 
~~ 
S TC 10 
LDA 
3 
STC 5 
L DA 
P. 
S TC 6 
I 
S r.:f\ RCH, L Df-l I 5 
~pp I 
5 r~filn 
J MP '-i T H !:'JG 
5 1-m I 
260lfll 
68 
,1MP \i C\ :<V ~ L. COM 
sr-;n I STC 1 ?. 
0 ?f1) (.J LDA I 
J MP RL/'.I i\JK S 601'-"C'I ! • + 7 
c;l-{n I STC OITT HT N 
1 0 00 BL OOP, LDA I 
J MP Y(;OO !;> rJ1o ti n 
/ SHO p 
c; H'P I J MP TTY:-'Fl 
J l r ,,, JMP C:hT 
,JM D '{C()() r ' XSK I l ~ 
SHD I J Mt-, 1 LOn 1> 
1 1 n11 JM P SEAdCH 
,JM? T-~ ·\j rw '.'COOH, .JMP l\IT T!"J l3F.:H 
/ STC l 
S HD I JlllP SEAHCH 
} llr\f'I / 
Jl>]!) T'ILHW YCOO R , LOH I 5 
S Hn I l \ Q}l l 
n ~Pri STC S:\ \/S I'.'J 
J i1i1 T T\, A H. ~ J MP ~)(W,l~ EH 
._J,•i ? SEA r~ C:l-l SHO I 
o rrTJlTi'-j , :mp Si'.\ VS !f\J , NOP 
.STH P J G, L DI\ I JMP . +p 
(, f.l ('! (ij ! • + 0 COM 
STC O! lT d T \ T STC 1(.1 
L DH I c; TTLI NE 1 SRO ?. 
SHD I JM? . + ~ 
5 1 (\ () J MP SEA HCH 
.JMP .r; F, .'\ ; i r: 1.1 LDA I 
f; '·:O ?. (~2 1 ~ 
, l ~'lP TT';'i'l·' l JMP TT(11 1T 
,Jl'j I' C H 1· ,JMP ~.>F.A HCH 
/ lTC:AH H1 SHO ~ 
VA EVl\ f.,, LDI\ I .JMP . + ~ 
6~210 ! . + ~~ JMP ~El\i1CH 
STC 0 1JT HT 1 LDt> I 
SF.T I 1 ~ ()I ?. 1 5 
- 6 JMP TTOTJT 
VLQQp, XSK I 1 ?. SET I 7 
L DH I 6 - 1 ~ (1 
SHD I JMP SEP HCY 
5110(,J !!; ;\JD~ , Sr\O ?. 
J MP • + Lt J MP OlJTEND 
5110 ~ J MP 0C in2 
J MP TTYPr.:J. NUi"il3EH , LDA 
J MP CHT (1 0 (il{.l 
Y.SK I 1 9 STC ~tWDTN 
JMP B L f\\lhS + 1 Z\JT H-11L P , :W L 3 
JMP S£CIHCH STC N!T:-.; 5!\'._! 
BLANKS , JMP NIJMPE!. L OH I 5 
St\!·'. I 
:.' ' ~ S ~ 
._JiviP • + '-) 
LDI'.\ 
\ :i 1~,! S{'> \.i 
!l Ori 3 
.J~W Nu;,:1-nn 
~•CL I 
777n 
fl !"lO I 
1\i' 1,11; :;r.,1; , 1-1 0? 
.W P N i i1"~ L 1 · 
-._·1: 1:-" T :.,! , ~' OP 
/ '1' 1~ 1. : .' TY "i"~ 1: (11 IT I \) 1_:: 
'i":· '.' . T.~ l , I\ flt'\ I 
i'-1 ! ' I' , 
·r~~· '!· .> : .• ~ r) ... , 
I 
T T01 •T , 
- ·:n 
-'\PO 
.A DD l'J 1 VI (1 
f.\)V \ I 
J MP TT OUT 
x :,x I 7 
JMP (HJTRTN 
1 W 1 
LDDt I 
I '? 1 ?, 
J MP TTOIJT 
LDA I 
(\ ~ 15 
Jt·iP TTOTTT 
SET I 7 
- 1 ?. (.1 
Ji·'.~ O'lT :~ Tl'•J 
I cm 
f, 1 ' fl ~ 
I ' P l) 
, lfl .Qj)l• 
T S f-
,Jt·d) • - 1 
TL S 
L I \!C 
L!'!ODE 
I ()R 
f:, ( ,<,! ' 1 
TT!~ T·\! , JhP 111 
/ C i: T O!J T PTJT E O{ JT I NE 
c::·T , :~ OL 1 
ADC\. I 
CHTT.l\8R.5 777 
S TC l 1 
69 
I 
I\!) j ' 1 1'"1 
n ~: c l 1 
L l""i ·' 
l 
. 
~)'-~ c I l. \ 
J 1"1 1\ 
~ 
lH!. 
,.,,,)« l 
L f\1~ 
1 
r. Ol'i 
0.1')1\ I 
r, c; •, 
\. .l J·:"" ( It j'f . . '"i' :,: 
i_.JV \ I 
1 1 ! : 
~; ·1 r: 
L l •;\ 
- 0 r 
{\ f \·t 
ir-: 
J~':i-• n; 1T !1Ti\i 
or iTr>\I J..i, L 1)1.\ 
~ 
cm1 
I 
f.\ DA I 
0 s ~ 1' i F F + 1 ! ti ( A t1 ('I p, 5 7 7 7 
APO 
J~!~ p ' ) ;;: c 0 I\) ~ 
t,nu I 
0 s Ti\ ('. }\ - l ! / 1. ,(• t • ~ 5 7 7 ., 
S T r: ". 
L Dll •) 
,j[\j U • + '·~ 
L n:• (-, 
S 1H' I 
"1 1178 
J tv·f' • - 1 
OSLOQP, LDC\ 
IS 
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